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L o k a h S amas t ah Su kh i n o Bh avan tu



“Time passes faster and faster, but with every

project I always want to find the next challenge.

And the next challenge is just as exciting as the

previous one”.

- Alexander Wang

The journey so far has been exciting. And the more

I see the excitement levels on the faces of all the

people working so hard to turn the NARUVI

DREAM into the NARUVI HOSPITALS, I cannot

but quote Alexander Wang. To be honest, I am

already looking forward to the next challenge – the

next project!

I perhaps sound like an old broken record, but I

cannot help but repeat my good old statement –

KUDOS to all the people who are putting their

hearts and souls into making this dream a reality.

Jai Hind.
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The design

Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu
May all beings everywhere be happy and free, and may the

thoughts, words, and actions of my own life contribute in some

way to that happiness and to that freedom for all.

We give you the Life Edition.
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Activity levels at the Naruvi Headquarters have

picked up speed to tremendous levels. Unlike other

institutions, hospitals are riddled with umpteen

services, work flows and other intricacies, that are so

precariously balanced in terms of time lines. A slight

delay in one of the seemingly minor activities could

mean the disruption of multiple other major timelines.

The project team is burning their mid night oil to plot

every single activity to its minutest detail, so as not to

miss out on any.

An MoU was signed with the Industry Guidance

Bureau at the Global Investors Meet held in Chennai

on the 23rd and 24th of January. This was an important

milestone too. Naruvi Hospitals was perhaps the first

hospital in Tamil Nadu to sign this agreement. This

enables us to obtain all the statutory licences and

approvals through what is called a SINGLE

WINDOW.

The last month

continued…
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This would obviate the need to run from pillar to post for

the multitude of approvals/licences, almost 40 in number. It

is said to reduce the incubation time by around 50 to 75%.

The final shortlisting of major equipment is almost done.

Thanks to inputs from HFHS, Model H and our esteemed

medical advisors, we have been able to get this herculean

task done very easily, and with extreme precision. Over

engineering has been clearly avoided, leaving us with the

perfect configuration of equipment across all specialties.

The last month



A break to live
You do not want to take a break right now.

Why? Because you are too busy. This post is probably

one of more than a few tabs you have to open on your

browser or phone. Your to-do list is likely close by and

packed with tasks.

Sometimes there is a better way to do things, but we are

just so busy we do not even think we have the time to

find it – so we keep going on like we always have.

Discover the power of taking breaks at work. They make

you happier, more focused and more productive -

whether you are in the corner office or a cubicle. Create

your own master schedule and figure out for yourself

what to do with with hard-earned breaks.
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SCIENTIFIC REASONS TO PRIORITIZE BREAKS

Breaks keep us from getting bored

When you are really in the groove of a task or project, the

ideas are flowing and you feel great. But it does not last

forever – stretch yourself just a bit beyond that productivity

zone and you might feel unfocused, zoned out or even

irritable. What changes?

Basically, the human brain just was not built for the

extended focus we ask of it these days. Our brains are

vigilant all the time because they evolved to detect tons of

different changes to ensure our very survival. So, focusing

too hard on any one thing for too long, is not something we

are ever going to be great at (at least for a few centuries to

come).

The good news is that the fix for this unfocused condition is

simple–all we need is a brief interruption (aka a break) to

get back on track. Alejandro Lleras, Professor of

Psychology, University of Illinois explains: “…deactivating

and reactivating your goals allows you to stay focused.

From a practical standpoint, our research suggests that,

A break to live

continued…
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when faced with long tasks (such as studying before a final

exam or doing your taxes), it is best to impose brief breaks

on yourself. Brief mental breaks will actually help you stay

focused on your task!”

Breaks help us retain information and make connections

Our brains have two modes: the “focused mode,” which we

use when we are doing things like learning something new

(writing or working), and “diffuse mode,” which is our more

relaxed, daydream mode when we are not thinking so hard.

You might think that the focused mode is the one to optimize

for more productivity, but diffuse mode plays a big role too.

In fact, although our brains were once thought to go dormant

when we daydreamed, studies have shown that activity in

many brain regions increases when our minds wander.

Some studies have shown that the mind solves its stickiest

problems while daydreaming – something you may have

experienced while driving or taking a shower. Breakthroughs

that seem to come out of nowhere, are often the product of

“diffuse mode” thinking.

A break to live

continued…
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The relaxation associated with daydream mode “can

allow the brain to hook up and return valuable

insights,” says Barbara Oakley, an Engineering

Professor.

“When you are focusing, you are actually blocking

your access to the diffuse mode. And the diffuse

mode, it turns out, is what you often need to be able to

solve a very difficult, new problem.”

Breaks help us re-evaluate our goals

Harvard Business Review examines another prime

benefit of breaks: they allow us to take a step back and

makes sure we are accomplishing the right things, the

right way.

When you work on a task continuously, it is easy to

lose focus and get lost in the woods. In contrast,

following a brief intermission, picking up where you

left off, forces you to take a few seconds to think

globally about what you are ultimately trying to

achieve. It is a practice that encourages us to stay

mindful of our objectives. A break to live
continued…
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One of the most common ways to implement a

schedule with breaks - especially when you are

busy – is to work in small bursts. The Pomodoro

Technique is perfect for this. Just set a timer for

25 minutes, and when it goes off, take a short

break for 5 minutes. Stretch your legs, grab a

drink, or just sit back and relax. After four

Pomodoro sessions, take a longer break of 30

minutes or so.

Working in such compact time periods helps

you get rid of distractions and focus more

intently. Having a finite beginning and end to

each chunk of work gives you a little edge of

urgency - you close out tasks more quickly and

make the “little decisions” faster because you

knew the clock is counting down.

Want more time to dig in? Working in 90

minute intervals has long been a favourite

method of maximizing productivity because it

works with our bodies’ natural rhythm.

When Professor K. Anders Ericsson studied

elite performers like violinists, athletes, actors

and chess players, he found that the best

performers practiced in focused sessions of not

more than 90 minutes.

“To maximize gains from long-term practice,”

Dr. Ericsson concluded, “individuals must

avoid exhaustion and must limit practice to an

amount from which they can completely

recover on a daily or weekly basis.”

Pomodoro method 90 minute work blocks

Break methods

continued…
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A third option: split the difference between Pomodoro

and 90 minute blocks with what recent research

indicates could be the most productive schedule of

all.

Using time-tracking and productivity app DeskTime,

the Draugiem Group studied the habits of the most

productive employees and learned that the most

productive people work for 52 minutes at a time, then

break for 17 minutes before getting back to it. The

bottom line, they discovered, was working with

purpose.

The reason the most productive 10% of our users are

able to get the most done during the comparatively

short periods of working time is that their working

times are treated as sprints. They make the most of

those 52 minutes by working with intense purpose,

and then take a break to be fighting fit for the next

burst. In other words, they work with more purpose

and focus.

Useful tip: For any of these timed methods,

add Focus Booster, an unobtrusive and handy timer

application, to keep you on track.

Two 15 minute breaks per day

If a time-blocked day does not appeal to you or work

with your job, consider a simpler but still quite

effective solution: blocking out two planned, 15

minute intermissions in your day - one in the mid-

morning and the other in the mid-afternoon. Around 3

in the afternoon is the least productive time of the day

– do not give that break a miss!

Break methods

The 52 - 17 method

click here for detailed article

https://www.fastcompany.com/3034928/why-you-need-to-stop-thinking-you-are-too-busy-to-take-breaks
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दानोपभोगरहिता हदवसा यस्य यान्ति वै। स लोिकारभसे्त्रव श्वसन्नहप न जीवहत 
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A person who passes his days without donations and enjoyments is like a blacksmith's bellows; 

he breathes, but does not live.


